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~BSTRACT 
Let S be a hypersurface in pn (n=3) with only normal crossings and letf:X-~P nbe a finite 
amified covering which is unramified over pn _ S. Then S. Kawai has shown that there are neither 
egular 1-forms nor regular 2-forms on X. The aim of this article is to derive a stronger conclusion: 
r/°(X,D~) =0 for 1 <=p<n, and moreover H°(X, I2~) =0 if deg S<=n+ 1. 
[NTRODUCTION 
In the present article, a finite ramified covering is a generically finite 
morphism of complete non-singular varieties over the complex number field C. 
Dur purpose is to prove the following: 
FHEOREM. Let S be a hypersurface in pn with only normal crossings. Then 
• ,iven a finite ramified cover ing f :X~P n which is unramified over pn _ S, one 
~as 
H°(X,  f2 p)  = 0 fo r  1 <=p < n. 
Wurthermore i f deg S<__ n + 1, one has 
H°(X, ~)  = O. 
Let $1, $2 ... . .  Sm be the irreducible components of S. Then one has 
7rl(pn- s) =~O~I(~ZC~2(~)... (~ZO~m/( ~ nioti), 
i=i 
where ~i is a small loop around Si and ni is the degree of Si (cf. [3]). Let 
• ~v (v= 1,2 .... ) be the subgroup of ~Zl(Pn-S) generated by vnlai,vn2a2 ..... 
.... VnmCtrn. For each v, Kawai [2] constructed a certain finite ramified covering 
fv:Kv~P n such that the induced morphism Kv- fv l (S )~Pn-S  is the un- 
ramified covering associated with ~.  To save our words, we call this fv the 
v-th Kawai covering of pn associated with S. Let f :X~P n be an arbitrary 
finite ramified covering which is unramified over P~-S .  Then, regarded as a 
subgroup of n1(P~-S), ~l (X- f - l (S) )  is of finite index. So one has ~vC 
CIt l (X- f - l (s) )  for a suitable v. This implies that there is a surjective 
morphism Kv- f i - I ( s )~x- f - i (S )  over pn-s ,  and hence a dominant ra- 
tional map K~X.  Therefore we have only to prove Theorem for these Kawai 
coverings. 
In § 1, we shall introduce multicyclic overings. Then each Kawai covering 
can be reconstructed as a sequence of such coverings and a blowing-up. 
Applying the results of § 1 about multicyclic overings, we shall prove Theorem 
in § 2 for Kawai coverings. 
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor S. Kawai 
for many advices and continuous encouragement. 
§ 1. MULTICYCLIC COVERINGS 
We begin with constructing a multicyclic covering of a complete non-singular 
variety Y over C. Suppose that we are given line bundles 9, ~l, ~2 ..... S m on Y 
and, for a certain positive integer , a surjective homomorphism 
h'- (~m=l ~/~r__~ . 
Let P=P( (~=I  ~),  Q=P(0)m=I ~z~/®r) be the projective space bundles over Y 
associated with (~)~n= 1 ~/, (~)m=l ~z~i®r respectively. Then the homomorphism h 
defines a closed immersion s :Y~Q,  while the natural inclusion 0)m=l ~/®r--* 
Sr(~m=l~/) induces a finite morphism ~:P~Q over Y, where sr(0)m=l S/) is 
the r-th symmetric tensor power of om=l ~/. Let Z be the image of Yby s and 
put X= ~-l (Z) .  Then we have the following commutative diagram: 
ix 
Z iz , 
We put g=Pr2oiz, f=goO, and call this f the multicyclic overing of Y 
associated with h. Note that f is a finite morphism. Let 6p(1) be the tauto- 
logical ine bundle of P and put ~x(1)= ~p(1)®6 x. We call the natural homo- 
morphism /~:Qm=lf*~/~Ox(1 ) the universal quotient of the multicyclic 
covering f. 
REMARK. Let u: W---> Y be an arbitrary morphism of schemes and let 
r:~)7'=lU*~/--->~ be a 1-quotient on W. The natural homomorphism 
sr((~r~= I u *~i)~ ? ®r obtained from z induces a surjective homomorphism 
(~m= lU*~-®r---r ~®r. If  ~®r is isomorphic to u*9  as a quotient line bundle of 
@m=l u,~.®r, there exists a unique morphism o: W--,X over Y such that ? is 
isomorphic to o*6x(1) as a quotient line bundle of @m=lu* ~.  
If  L~ is a line bundle and if t is a negative integer, S ®t means (L~*) ®(-t), 
where L#* is the dual line bundle of oZ. We put Ox(t)=Yx(1) ®t for each teZ .  
LEMMA 1. In the above situation, one has 
f , ~Tx(t) = (~) (]q,...,km, k)~.Ir(g) ~l®kl(~ "'* (~ ~m®km(~ ~ ®]f 
where 
Ir(t)= {(kl ..... km, k) e2[m+llkl + ... +km+rk=t; O<ki<r 
for i= 1,. . . ,m}. 
PROOF. For each closed point y e Y, we can choose an affine open neigh- 
borhood U= Spec A of y on which the line bundles ~, ~ ... . .  5% have their 
bases d,d~ ..... dm respectively. Set h(di®r)=(i d (i= 1 ... . .  m). Since h is sur- 
jective, we may assume that t least one of these (i 's is a unit in A. Suppose 
that (m is such one. I f  we regard (dl @r ..... dm @r) as a homogeneous coordinate 
system of pr21(U), this implies that dm @r does not vanish at any point of 
g - I (U) .  Hence we have 
r dl@r d@mr-1 ] / I  / dl@r ~1 d~r-I (m-l~ 
g-l(U)=Spec AL rl®r' dr~ J/\dr~ (m dm @r (m -m .... Or ~ . . . . . . J 
I f  we regard (d 1 ... . .  din) as a homogeneous coordinate system of pr~-l(u), 
the restriction Ou:pr l  l(u)--+pr2 I(U) of tp over U is defined by the relation 
(d~ r..... dm Qr) =(d(  ... . .  dr) .  Therefore dm does not vanish at any point of 
f -  1 (U), and 
[ d~ dm-1] / ( (d l~ r ~1 (dm-l"~ r ~rn-l~, 
f -  I(U) = Spec A - - , . . .  
dm ' dm J / \ \dmJ  (m ..... \--'~-m / (m /! 
Owing to the former fact, dm can be regarded as a basis of ~x(1)lf-ku), so 
that 6x(t)lf-ku)= ~y-ku).dm Or. Thus we see that f ,6x(t)l  v is a locally free 
sheaf of 6u-modules and has a basis on U: 
I(-~m)kI'°'(drH-l~km-I'dm m l ] O~ki~ 
Now we define a homomorphism on U: 
setting 
r fo r i= l  .. . . .  m-11 .  
Ou : f , 6x(t)]u-* ~) (k,,...,k~,k)~Z~(,) ®k '® ... ® Sm@k,-® ~®klu , 
e J (  < V' '. 
° -  
for each (kl,...,km_l) with the unique pair (km, k ) of integers such that 
(kl ..... km- 1, km, k) e IAt). Clearly Ou is an isomorphism. Therefore it remains 
only to check the compatibility of these homomorphisms {Ou}. However one 
can do that in a usual manner.  
Q.E.D. 
The homomorphism h induces homomorphisms of line bundles hi: Si ®r--* 
(i = 1 ..... m). If it is not a zero-homomorphism, hi defines an effective divisor 
Si whose ideal sheaf is ~//®r~)~ ,. We call the homomorphism h a regular 
quotient of @~=~ with multiplicity r, if: 
i) none of hi's is a zero-homomorphism, and none or only one of hi's is an 
isomorphism; 
ii) each divisor Si is non-singular, and the divisor $1 + "" +Sm has only 
normal crossings. 
If the homomorphism h is a regular quotient, then the multicyclic overing 
space X is also a complete non-singular variety. In fact, if dimcH°(X, ~x) -2 ,  
it follows from Lemma 1 'that there is an element (kl, ...,km, k)EIr(O ) for 
which H°(Y, ~®&® .-- ® LemOk"® ~®k)~0,  in addition to (0 ..... 0,0). Then 
H0(y, (Lfl®k,@ ... ® ~m@k,,@ ~k)®r) = 
= H0(y, (Sl®r~)~ ,)®kl~)... (~)(~f,2r(~).@ ,)®kin):#0" 
Since each .~tt.@r(~ -@* is the ideal sheaf of the effective divisor S i, this happens 
only in the case that ~/®r(~  .~_ Cy for all i such that ki~0. However, since 
(kl .. . . .  km, k)elr(O), this implies that at least two of the homomorphisms h i
are isomorphisms, which contradicts our assumption. Thus we see that 
dimcH°( X, ~x) -  1, and hence that X is connected. To see that X is non- 
singular, consider the affine open subsets U, f -  I(U) in the proof of Lemma 1. 
Then we have Si N U= Spec A/(~i) (i = 1 ..... m). Without loss of generality we 
can assume that y e Si for i=< t and Si N U= 0 for i> t, with some t<m. Since 
each divisor Si is non-singular and since the divisor S~ + ... + Sm has only 
normal crossings, choosing a smaller open neighborhood if necessary, we may 
assume furthermore that (( l / (m . . . . .  (t//~m, ~t+ l ..... ~n) is a local coordinate 
system in U with some ~t÷l .....  ~n eA,  where n = dim Y. Let f21 be the sheaf 
of regular 1-forms on P. Then we can take 
, ,  . . . .  . . . . .  
as a basis of ~'~p@Ox[f-l(U), and have 
d( (d 'Y -  ¢' =-d  + ( i=l  ..... m-l . 
\\rim/ \d J  \din/ 
Since di/d m ( i>t)  does not vanish at any point of f - l (U) ,  it follows that 
f -  I(U) is non-singular. Thus X is non-singular. 
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Let /~: @m=lf*~.---~ 8x(1) be the universal quotient o f f .  Clearly/~ satisfies 
the above condition i). Let Ti be the effective divisor on X defined by the 
induced homomorphism/~-:f*S//~ Yx(1). Then each T ic ) f - I (u )  is given by 
the equation d i /d  m = O. On the other hand, we can take 
(~t+l . . . . .  ~n, d l /dm,  "", dt /dm) 
as a local coordinate system in f - l (U) .  Therefore/7 is also a regular quotient. 
LEMMA 2. Let f ,  S i ,  T i be as above and let R1 . . . . .  R t be non-singular effective 
divisors on Y such that the divisor R1 + -" +RI+S1 + "" +Sm has only normal 
crossings. Then: 
a) each divisor f *R  i on X is non-singular; 
b) the divisor f *R 1 + ... + f *Rl+ 7"1 + ... + T m has only normal crossings. 
PROOF. Suppose that RiO U= Spec A/(r l i  ) (i= 1, ..., l). We may assume that 
YeR i  for i<=s and Si c) U=O for i>s ,  with some s<l .  Since each divisor Ri is 
non-singular and since the divisor R1 + "" + Rt + $1 + "" +Sm has only normal 
crossings, we may assume furthermore that 
(~l /~m,  "'" , ~t /~m,  I"]1, " " ,  F]s, ~s + , + 1 . . . .  , ~n) 
is a local coordinate system in U with some ~+t+l .....  ~ ~A. Then one has a 
local coordinate system (rll . . . . .  rls, ~s + t + 1,... ,  ~ ,  d~/d m . . . . .  d t /d  m) in f -  I(U). 
Since each divisor f *R  i is defined by r/i=O in f - I (U) ,  we obtain the results. 
Q.E.D. 
§ 2. KAWAI  COVERINGS 
In this section, we shall construct Kawai coverings of Pn and prove 
Theorem for them. We use the same notation as in Introduction. 
CONSTRUCTION OF KAWAI COVERINGS. Let S be a hypersurface in pn with 
only normal crossings. Let $1, $2 . . . .  , Sm be the irreducible components of S, 
and put n i = deg S i. The divisor $1 defines a homomorphism of line bundles 
Be, ~ Opn(nl). From this and the identity homomorphisrn Oeo(nl)--" Oe°(nl), we 
get a surjective homomorphism a l :6p,  Q#e,(nl)-- '~p,(nl).  The structure 
sheaf 6e, can be regarded as Ye,, ®hI, so that al is a regular quotient of 
6p,@ Yp,(1) with multiplicity n I . Let q~l :X l  ---'Pn be the multicyclic overing 
associated with cr 1 . This is a usual cyclic covering with degree n 1 associated 
with $1. Now by Lemma 2 the divisor q~1"$2+ "'" +O~Sm on X 1 has only 
normal crossings. Thus for each i=>2, we obtain inductively a regular quotient 
~7i : 8Xi_ 1 @(01 o ... o d/)i - l) * 6e,(ni)~((/) l  o ... o ~i - 1) * 6p,~(ni ) 
of Yx~_,~)(Cplo. . .o¢i_ l)*Op,(1 ) with multiplicity n i defined by the divisor 
(fb 1 o. . .  o cbi_ 1)*Si on X i_ i, and the multicyclic covering q~i : Xi~g i -  1 asso- 
ciated with o- i . We put K=gm,  dp = ~b 1 o ... o (9 m and 0~(1)= q~ *Sp,(1). For each 
i, the universal quotient Oxi(~(Cplo. . .o¢pi)*Se,(1)~Txi(1) of 4)i induces an 
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isomorphism 0xi(1)_=_(Olo...oOi)*0e,(1) and a homomorphism 0x~£x~(1), 
which defines an effective divisor Si on X i. Put Tim((~i+lO...O~)m)*Si 
(i = 1 .. . . .  m - 1) and T m = Sin. Then by Lemma 2 each divisor Ti is non-singular 
and the divisor TI + "" + Tm has only normal crossings. Furthermore one has 
6(Ti) = #K(1). Therefore each divisor Ti defines a homomorphism zi: 6K --+ 
--+ 6K(1 ). From these "ti's we obtain a homomorphism 7::6K@rn--+ 0K(1), and for 
each v => 1, we can regard r as a homomorphism 
r(v): (~v)  em-, 0K(1). 
In case m > n, the homomorphism z(v) is surjective. Therefore r(v) is a regular 
quotient of ~K @m with multiplicity v. Let ~uv:Kv~K be the multicyclic overing 
associated with r(v), and put fv = @ o ~'v. In case 2 __ m <_ n, let e : / (~K be the 
blowing-up of K with center T~ n ... ci Tm, and let E be the exceptional divisor 
of e. Then each homomorphism T(V) induces a regular quotient of 6~ @m with 
multiplicity v on K: 
~(v):(o~ ) ®"-~ *¢K(1) @ e( - E). 
Let ~v:K~--*I( be the multicyclic covering associated wi th  f(v), and put 
f~ = ¢~ o e o ~v. In case m = 1, we put Kv = K and fv = ¢ for every v >__ 1. 
In any case, the morphism fv :Kv~P n is a finite ramified covering such 
that the induced morphism fv le , _s :K~- f f l (S ) - *P" -S  is the unramified 
covering associated with the subgroup ~CnI (P" -S ) .  In fact, if we regard 
yrl(Kv-fv-l(s)) as a subgroup of 7~I(Pn-S), we can easily see by the above 
construction that ~1 (Kv-fv- I(S))  contains the generators vnltZl, ..., Vnmam of 
~.  On the other hand, we have deg (f~[e,_s)= nl ""rim vm-1, which coincides 
with the index of the subgroup gPv. Hence n l (Kv - f f  l(S)) = g)v. This f~ is the 
v-th Kawai covering of pn associated with S. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. First we assume 2_< m_< n. The morphism ~'v is finite. 
Hence 
(1) HP(Kv,¢Kv )=HP(R,(~v).6Kv) for p>__0. 
By Lemma 1 we have 
(2) (qZv),~Kv -~ @(k, ..... k,,,k)elv(O)e*©K(k)®¢(-kE) • 
Let 2 /be  the normal bundle of T= T1 n ... (q Tm in K and let P(2/*)  be the 
projective space bundle over T associated with J~*. Then E---P(Y*)-~ 
T× em-1. Let ~e(1) be the tautological line bundle of P (Y  *). Then 8(E)® 
6e-- -6e(-1) .  Note that -m+ 1 _<k<_0 for each (kl ..... km, k)elv(O ). Then it 
follows from Th6or~me (4.1.5) in [1] that 
RPe,((~%),¢Kv)=O for p>_- 1. 
Therefore using the Leray spectral sequence, we obtain 
(3) HP(I(,(y&),~K)~HP(K,e,((~,v),6Kv)) for p>__0 
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and fur thermore ,  since q~ is a f inite morph ism,  
(4) HP(K,g, ( (~v) ,SK))=HP(pn, ( fv) ,6Kv ) for p_>0. 
On  the other hand,  we obta in  f rom (2) 
e*( (~gv)*~Kv)  ~ (~(k  I . . . . .  km, k )~Iv (O)#K(k) '  
and hence by  Lemma 1 
(5) (fv)*¢Kv = @(j, ..... jm)eJ ~TP"(k-Jl . . . . .  Jm), 
(k I . . . . .  k m, k)  ~ Iv(O) 
where J=  {(Jl . . . . .  Jm) ~ zm]0 <=Ji< ni for i = 1 . . . . .  m}. Note that  0_<_jl + "'" + 
+Jm-<_ deg S -  m for (Jl . . . .  , Jm) e J. Then our  results fol low f rom (1), (3), (4), 
(5) and  f rom the fact that  H°(Kv, Y2 p)_~Hp(Kv, 6Kv ) for p_-->0. In  a s imi lar 
manner ,  one obta ins  the same results for the remainder  cases. 
Q .E .D .  
REMARK. F rom (5) we can compute  the geometr ic  genus of  the v-th Kawai  
cover ing K v explicitly: 
pg(Kv) =(-  11 n+l  
n 1 - 1 n m-  1 m 1 
+2- ' -2  E 
J l =0 Jm=O s=O 
where 
) 2 ( -  1) s - t  vt m-  1 s+J1 + "'" +Jm- 1 , 
t=o s t -1  n 
= -~. re(m-- 1) - - - (m-n+ 1). 
This is a genera l i zat ion of  the fo rmula  given by Yamamoto  [5] for the case in 
which m -- n = 3. 
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